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This research is about strategies of architectural actions on urban “food space” that aim to provide a new 
sustainable vitality way of diet for re-feeding the city. The subject of the study is located in Badalona 
on the northern edge area of Barcelona. The development and construction of this area started late, with 
low population density and lack of urban vitality and diversity. It is worth noting that the commercial 
model of food in this area, sales and catering, are monotonous and its service radiation range is small. 
Food, closely related to people ’s daily lives, in whole or in part, has a “reprogramming” effect on certain 
spaces in the city. From the perspective of architecture, this thesis proposes the core idea “refeeding 
city” throuth new food space, creating a sustainable city full of healthy food, diverse food consumption 
spaces, and ecological public spaces. 

The research includes theoretical research on food space and the specific strategies of the project.
The chapter one about food space involves a research on the relationship between food and urban space, 
and research on the future development trend of food space. And then in the chapter two, studying how 
to carry out specific urban and architectural space design strategies to provide the city with fresh food, 
new eating spaces and new vibrant urban spaces.

The chapter two, based on the food space theory, try to draw strategies from varies theories and projects. 
Proposal contains three levels of theory and design that concerns mainly different types of space in three 
scales(city-scale, community-scale and architecture-scale). The three levels of the proposal are from 
different perspectives: Food corridor, Food Base Camp and Food Market. The types of space they each 
target are: urban public space, city heart space, and consumer architecture space. The first level,  city 
food corridor, aims to reuse and integrate urban informal spaces, and transform them into a continuous 
walkable food space in the city, which providing public and semi-public food spaces to serve families 
and small groups. The second level of the proposal, the food base camp, reshape existing unused land 
and commercial spaces, place agricultural land in the city hub, combine with other functional spaces 
to establish a sustainable food cycle system, which providing the city with the new food center for 
production, consumption and entertainment. The third level, food market, based on the zero-distance of 
healthy food and consumption experience, create the promenade space of market space with continuous 
ramps and courtyard with various activities. While experiencing the unique food space, citizens could 
participate in the process of food preparation and processing, having close contact with healthy food.

As a result, this study attempts to establish the relationship between food and physical space through 
different spatial strategies to achieve the purpose of reshaping urban space, providing a new sustainable 
way of feeding city, and stimulating urban development.

aBStract
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Project located at Sant Roc, Badalona, on the north side of Barcelona. Sant Roc gathered 
a large number of working class and immigrants in the last century, and most of the land 
was farmland and factories. This is a multi-cultural, vibrant, close-to-nature but chaotic area.  
Sant Roc can be seen as the fringe area of the city. Obviously, its “marginalization” includes 
land marginalization, lifestyle marginalization and resource allocation marginalization, which 
leads  to serious population loss, aging, and a large group of low-income people in urban areas 
socioeconomically; in terms of urban space, there is a lack of  long-term planning, a large 
amount of land and buildings are abandoned, and the public space system is not perfect. Due 
to the project ’s special geographic location, the Sant Roc, away from Barcelona ’s agricultural 
land and main food wholesale center (Mercabarna, mentioned later in the article), and close 
to large areas of industrial land, healthy food and market systems are not ideal here. This area 
is different from the city center area. The building density is not high, the population is small 
and there are no tourists, so the result is a monotonous food supply, the quality cannot be 
guaranteed, and the business is scattered and homogeneous.

Based on food issues, this thesis hopes to research the relationship between food and space, 
and how to use food to reshape urban space, create sustainable cities and stimulate urban 
vitality. Food is closely related to the daily life of citizens, and could establish a bond between 
different classes, races, genders, and ages. Whether it is indoor or outdoor, whether it is a 
formal dining space or an informal area, food has a high spatial aggregation effect and a great 
power in reshaping the market space. It is worth noting that in the central area of the city, the 
construction density is high, so the scale of the food space is always not huge, and the scope 
of the effect is limited. However, a large number of residents and tourists could ensure the 
richness and sustained vitality of the food space in the central area(such as Mercat de Santa 
Caterina and Mercat dels Encants). In comparison, for food space in urban fringe areas with 
large amount of remaining urban space and rapid economic and social development, using food 
space to stimulate urban vitality has greater challenges and potential.

Specifically to analyze the current status of the project site, it has the following features and 
problems: The urban space layout inside the site is different from the traditional Barcelona 
block model, and the buildings are mostly arranged in rows. On the north side of the site, an 
urban road and a highway intersect and pass that leads to the separation from the residential 
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area on the north side and  linear waste spaces below; on the south side of the site are large 
industrial buildings, mostly clothing factories and car repair factories; void space inside is rich 
and free, and less organized with no functional supporting and little activity happened there.

Under such special space conditions, a large number of unorganized void spaces are broken 
and separated. The thesis will use “food” as a catalytic element to recreate urban public spaces, 
integrate spaces, and strengthen connections. As a new element imported from outside, ffood 
can save the public space from the “viewing landscape” situation, which could bring more 
activities and interaction successfully. The site contains a covered-market built in 1966 that is 
the only traditional market building within 1 km. It is of great significance to the daily food 
purchase of surrounding residents. Therefore, in addition to researching the remodeling effect 
of the food space within the city scale mentioned above, the project also plans to use the market 
as the main food trading space for proposal’s research and design, bringing a new lifestyle and 
new mark to the city.

IntroDUctIon

The paper’s opportunity to study the food space originated from a research visit to Barcelona’s 
complete market planning system. Barcelona ’s market system is different from Asian market 
buildings and spaces, where most of the food transactions are carried out in the open air or 
under the simple temporary construction; it is also different from the market space of other 
European cities, where the core-central market model in most cities, or even market average 
distribution, has not formed a complete planning management system. But I noticed that in the 
Barcelona’s market system, whether it is about its building protection and scale expansion, or 
the scope of radiation and the limitation of the number of operating stalls, these studies are 
based on a high-density central urban environment. The huge passenger flow and high-speed 
city rhythm can provide a solid foundation for a rich food space, including a variety of indoor 
and outdoor dining spaces, high-frequency food renewal to ensure quality, and the coexistence 
of multiple food trade modes likw retail, flea markets and vendors ...

As for the food space in urban fringe areas, there is very little involved. Low-density urban 
population and urban space, almost no tourists, aging, unable to form a bottom-up urban 
intervention... Various factors make the food space in urban fringe areas not paid enough 
attention. The quality of food is not guaranteed, supermarkets or chain stores block low-
income people... In the face of many such problems, I think that food, as an intervener, is a 
good starting point for researching urban space. 

When food participates in the reshaping of urban space as an intervener, it will inevitably involve 
research on various nodes of food chains from production to distribution to sales, and then to 
eating. Therefore, the proposal firstly  insert agricultural land into the city, so that the source of 
food is zero distance from the place of eating. Then on this basis, establish a sustainable and 
ecological urban food system to promote the formation of regional food systems. Also, provide 
fresh local food, education, exercise, leisure, work opportunities, promote social integration, 
and make the city more resilient.

motIVatIon

IntroDUctIon
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Fig.1.1.Best of British - The Farmers Market

The food space is related closely to production, transportation, sailing, eating... which emerges, 
grows and matures accompaning with the development of city all the time. With the development 
of the times, some food space like open-air markets have declined, some covered-market have 
been completely abandoned, and many markets today, on the contrary, are transformed and 
reused, becoming new marks of city. The problems that food sapce in urban facing  is always  
changing  in our daily life.

chapter 1 FooD aDn Space
1.1 why study food?

Food and everyday Life
In recent years, food has always been related to life and cities in a negative way, such as the 
common food deserts and childhood obesity. Because food is closely connected with daily 
life, people hope that food can have a positive impact on the city and even change the city that 
beautify our lives. Food is more than just participating in the "diet" part of our lives,  it is more 
connected with and influences other disciplines and activities, including nutritional sociology, 
geography, political economy and urban design, etc., such as social customs; food production, 
allocation, preparation process; related cultural activities and education. Food is essential to 
daily life, and it is becoming more and more important to the construction of human society. 
The understanding of food cannot be reduced to simple nutritional or biological functions, it 
has strong cultural and social significance. From the perspective of architecture, food and urban 
physical space have an interactive effect. Luce Giard (1998) said that this is about "the creative 
activity of those in the practice of the ordinary" and "encompasses the aesthetic experience of 
the food market, with its capacity for sight, touch and smell". His thesis material suggests that 
food both shapes place and is shaped by it.

Food and Social connection.
In traditional society, eating in outdoor places is considered uncivilized, which has also led 
to the appearance of a negative description of the “the belly of urban” about the food space. 

Fig.1.2.Traditional food street space.

-De Certeau, Michel; giard, Luce & Mayol, Pierre, (1998) The Practice of Everyday Life, Vol. 2: Living and Cooking, University 
of Minnesota Press
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1.1 why study food?

When modern society moved food from 
indoor kitchens to outdoor tables and streets, 
food space became an important part of urban 
public space and was considered extremely 
important in providing the connection between 
private and social and maintaining its health.

Food plays a central or important role in 
social practice. It not only provides space 
for consumption, but also provides space for 
meeting "specific social needs." Under the 
connection brought by food, people meet and 
share experiences in urban spaces, and carry 
out rich social practices, including walking, 
browsing, shopping, eating, talking, art 
practice, community political activities, and 
tourist visits. As shown in the picture(Fig.1.3), 
sharing food provides a space for people to 
gather, even if it will be temporary, but it can 
make people recreate themselves socially 
every day, which is crucial for the connection 
between people and others. 

Food and Urban Sustainability
As the pace of life continues to accelerate and 
job demand grows, “convenient food” and “fast 
food” seem to teach people how to “eat on the 
run.” On this basis,  large numbers of modern 
low-density, car-dependent supermarkets 
homogenize food and cities. Compared to 
this, a compact, walkable, edible food space 
can help avoid or mitigate some unsustainable 
effects in the urban space, and can slow down 
the city and enjoy food slowly.

In addition to maintaining the sustainability 
of its own system, such a self-sufficient and 
compact edible space can also drive many 
ripple effects throughout the food chain. In 
this way, it is possible to optimize the entire 
food space configuration of the city by 
points and areas, and promote the sustainable 
development of the city.

Fig.1.3.Plantation, diet and communication in city space.

Fig.1.4. Sustainable city with plantation.

chapter 1 FooD aDn Space
1.2 the relationship of food and space

Food is closely related to the daily life of citizens. It is also closely related to urban space 
and architectural space, and even affects the formation of urban space and human behaviors. 
Food, from farmland to transportation, from distribution to sales and making, on the surface, 
it seems to be a simple business activity, but behind it, it also affects the composition of urban 
space, consumer space and eating space. Therefore, this section mainly discusses the effect 
on the urban space in the process of food flow and conversely, the changes of space on food 
distribution and eating habits.

Food with city

Before the nineteenth century, due to inconvenient transportation, the initial urban shape was 
closely related to the source of food, and all food was supplied locally. And then with the 
development of transportation and food preservation technology, agricultural land is considered 
to be one of the factors hindering the development of city, and it is gradually swallowed by 
the city and moved to the urban fringe area. Although many architects pondered whether this 
development model was correct during this period, such as garden Cities of Ebenezer Howar, 
The City of Tomorrow of Le Corbusier and Metabolist Agricultural Cities of Kisho Kurokawa. 
But after the 20th century, most agricultural land was still gradually disappeared from the 
city. The birthplace of food was far from the city center, and food could no longer appear in 
front of the citizens in its original state. However, things have changed in the 21st century. 
Beginning in the 21st century, many serious problems like food safety, food resources, and 
supply in many large cities have developed to a degree that is difficult to ignore. Many cities 
advocate the integration of edible landscapes and edible gardens into community planning, and 
combine food production space with architectural space, like cities New york and Berlin. We 
also can see that at present, LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design), a global 

Fig.1.5.a.“Agricultural City” by Kisho Kurokawa (1960) b.garden Cities of Tomorrow by Howar
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chapter 1 FooD aDn Space
1.2 the relationship of food and space

authoritative green building evaluation system, has included the design factor that promote the 
development of sustainable agriculture and organic food into its evaluation system.

The relationship between food and city goes from integration to separation, and then to 
intertwined and complementary. Food plays different roles in different stages of city’s 
development, basic needs for city’s development, external or peripheral economic support, and 
strong demands for internal space functions. From this dynamic changes of entire city space, 
people’s attitudes towards food and agriculture also can be seen. With people’s increasing 
requirements for food quality and variety, consideration of urban environment, resource 
utilization and other factors, proximate food and farmland are more and more accepted by 
people. 

Fig.1.6.The relationship between food and city goes from integration to separation, and then to intertwined and complementary. 
(source: author)                         

city city city

Food

Food

Food

Fig.1.7.View over Smithfield Market, looking towards Giltspur Street, 1831, London

From agriculture to market

From the farmland to the market, and then sold to the citizens, the food needs to be selected 
and distributed through numerous "checkpoints"(Fig.1.5),  including physical spaces and 
management level. The close relationship between food and market contributes to the sustainable 
development of the city. Therefore, in order to improve the efficiency and sustainability of the 
food system and the quality of the urban food supply, it is necessary to know which step in the 
supply chain is most important and what the real needs of the each section is, and then could 
take specific intervention measures for specific steps .

We know that when the food production locations are in different areas of city, the transportation 
distance, way of mangement, consumption, etc. will be effected, which will cause differences 
in each step followed. 

Therefore, as the starting point of the food chain, the distance from the food produciton to 
the city and the distance to people are very important. This series of photos below is a group 
of photography called "From farm to fork". From the perspective of food, the photographer 
tracks the whole process from the production to the consumption. It can be seen that food 
transportation occupies a heavy weight in the chain. And the distance between people and food 
in modern society is getting larger and larger. The separation of people and their food is an 
indisputable fact.

chapter 1 FooD aDn Space
1.2 the relationship of food and space

Fig.1.9. Food security_from 
farm to fork.
(Source: European 
Commission_Food Safety)

Fig.1.8.From the farmland to the market, forming a closed cycle.(source: author)                         

production
planting, management...

processing
washing, drying, freezing...

market
farmer’smarkets,  retail...

Distribution
storage, logistics, truckign...

consumption
cooking, meals,  slowfood...

waste mgmt
composting, reuse...
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So professors Wagner and grimm aiming at the food production, interviewed 8 local producers 
in the United States while studying "food urbanism". Four of them are are located in rural areas 
outside the city, and the other four are in prime locations in the city's fringe area. They found 
that producers close to the city can establish a direct market and create a transparent food 
system where customers can purchase products directly on the farm. Compared with them,  
producers far away from the city need to deal with, package and  transport their products, which 
undoubtedly increase their costs and cannot fully guarantee the quality of the products. The 
process from agriculture to market is full of many external factors and unpredictable elements 
of change, which is a burden for both producers and consumers. 

When each producer was asked about the plan that turning the city ’s vacant or underutilized 
space into production space, they all thought it was a good idea because it could reduce the 
distance to deliver products, and land could be used to the maximum and managed.

The map (Fig.1.8) shows the distribution of food markets in Barcelona’s municipal area. Their 
food purchases mainly come from Mercabarna, the main food wholesale center in the south, 
which is an important intermediary between producers, distributors and markets. The physical 
distance between Mercabarna and the city center is about 10 km. The owners of each point of 
sale in each market in Barcelona are responsible for their own food procurement and logistics, 
including 1,667 independent points of sale in approximately 39 markets(Covarrubias, M, 2019), 
which results in countless vehicles driving to Mercabarna almost every day, not just only some 
large vehicles distributing food to each market. And most of these vehicles are powered by 
fossil fuels, which undoubtedly put a great burden on the environment and traffic. 

In addition to intermediary Mercabarna, the place where food is produced is also important. 
The important production area of   Barcelona is located in the suburbs called Low Llobregat 
Agricultural Park (El Parc Agrari del Baix Llobregat in Catalan). About 20–30% of its total 
output is commercialized and sold directly to markets and stores (or sent to other cities), and 
the remaining 70–80% is sold through Mercabarna. For markets themselves, the data showed 
in research of garriga and garcia(2015), the 72% of the produce sold in the market halls com-
es from Mercabarna (41,7%), distributors (22,0%) and other wholesalers(14,8%), while the am-
ount of produce directly bought to producers or of own production represents only 15,4%. Als
o,while in 1996 the mean distance of fruits and vegetables reaching Mercabarna was 400km, 
in 2013 the figure was about 1750km.

chapter 1 FooD aDn Space
1.2 the relationship of food and space

- Steegmann Mangrane, D. (2017) ‘Ciudad casa comida : una aproximación poliédrica a los límites entre lo público y lo privado.’, 
TDX (Tesis Doctorals en Xarxa).
-garriga Bosch, S. and garcia Fuentes, J. M. (2015) ‘The Idealization of a “Barcelona model” for markets renovation’, in. 7th 
AESOP International Food Planning Conference, pp. 336–342. 
-- Covarrubias, M. and Boas, I. (2019) ‘The making of a sustainable food city in Barcelona: insights from the water, energy, and 
food urban nexus’, Journal of Integrative Environmental Sciences, 0(0), pp. 1–19.

chapter 1 FooD aDn Space
1.2 the relationship of food and space

In terms of the distance from food production to wholesale, this process has its huge advantage, 
if only aiming at markets in the center area of city. But for the overall transmission chain, it is 
not friendly for long-distance transportation for the urban fringe area. More importantly, the 
above-mentioned food chain cannot be closured in this case (including waste recycling and 
regeneration), and it fails for sustainability and proximity.

Therefore, it can be seen that the proximity of the food production site to the city has huge 
advantages. For the producer, it is possible to simplify transportation distance and procedures; 
for the city,  land can be used efficiently and the environmental resources are protected; For 
consumers, high-quality food and low prices are what they expect. This is a win-win process. 
But when food production enters the urban space, whether there is enough available land is 
the key. The producer stated that for the land to be effectively commercialized, the site must 
occupy half an acre or larger. For a high-density urban center area, it is not possible to give 
a large area of free land. Therefore, to improve from this aspect, urban edge areas have more 
sufficient conditions and opportunities. That is, large areas of undeveloped or abandoned land 
can be reused, community gardens can be established, and abandoned factories or vacant 
buildings can also be made use of.

Fig.1.10.Food markets in Barcelona’s municipal area, Mercabarna and Low Llobregat Agricultural Park.(source: author)                         

Low Llobregat Mercabarna Market Project Site
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chapter 1 FooD aDn Space
1.2 the relationship of food and space

Fig.1.11.a.Food retailing shops in Barcelona, with the influence areas of the market (source:Fava, N., 2016)
b.Food retailing shops around Barceloneta market hall, 1932.   
c.Food retailing shops along Madrid road, crossing the Hostafrancs and Sants market hall areas, 1932.

a

b

c

-Fava, N., guàrdia Bassols, M. and Oyón Bañales, J. L. (2016) ‘Barcelona food retailing and public markets, 1876–1936’, Urban 
history, 43(3), pp. 454–475.

From market to table
The market is the most direct place for people to get food, where people can choose satisfying 
products in different types of market spaces. As the end of  the food sales chain, due to the 
participation of more external factors (such as residents, city planners, management departments, 
informal vendors, etc.), the market is often presented in a complex and diverse form in the city. 
For example,  the market can be divided into regular holding market(full-day market, weekend 
market, holiday market, etc.) and irregular holding market(community temporary market, etc.)   
in terms of the time of operation,; according to the space type, it can be divided into covered 
market, open-air market, mobile vendors, etc.; according to business methods, it can be divided 
into flea market, daily market, self-built market, etc. Food, taking the market space as a carrier,  
is directly purchased by the family or reprocessed in the restaurant, and finally flows to the 
dining table to meet the needs of people of different classes, races, and ages.

In addition, the complexity of the market is also reflected in the fact that the market could 
produce the phenomenon of industrial clusters and the vitality of the remaining surrounding 
spaces. The food market does not exist in cities in isolation. Taking the most common market 
hall in Barcelona as an example (Fig.1.9.a.b), the stalls with management rights inside the 
market provide a large amount of fresh processed foods, but in the vicinity there are many 
shops selling fresh and non-fresh products (such as salted fish, dried fruits and nuts), as well as 
cheap bars and cafes. The map below shows that  with 18 market halls as the center in Barcelona 
and a radius of 150m and 300m respectively, it covers about 5,000 retail food vending,  and 

chapter 1 FooD aDn Space
1.2 the relationship of food and space

the amount of retail food accounts for about 32% of the total number of urban food stores. 
Adding these figures to the total number of stalls of market hall, it can be concluded that nearly 
11,900 commercial food supply points in the city account for 71% of the total (Fava, 2016). In 
addition, when some main streets pass through the market hall area, businesses will be arranged 
along them in a linear shape (Fig.1.9.c), forming a clustered business district. The food market 
has played an important role in attracting small shops and street vendors, and at the same time, 
stimulating the vitality of surrounding communities and improving its convenience.

When food escapes from the market and is presented on the table, it means that a new type 
of eating space has been built. The urban activities produced by food are often located at 
the junction of public and private areas, such as tables on side of the street, tables under the 
colonnade, and park benches (Figure 10.11.12). When food was transferred from the indoor 
kitchen to the outdoor space, the eating habits changed, and many spaces in the city were 
relocated or revived. For example, in the Markthal of Rotterdam, the roof of the small stall in 
the central square is arranged eating tables, which causes the dining table to be exposed to the 
public view and is also limited by the area of the roof with a certain exclusivity; private houses 

Fig.1.12.b. Boquería Market, tables under Colonnade 
Fig.1.12.c.Monet Avenue, Victoria gardens, tables and benches.

Fig.1.12. a.In a big city like London, it ’s not enough to cook 
in just one restaurant. Recently, satellite kitchens in these 
restaurants have appeared in large numbers.
(source: About building_food, Nuria Ortigosa)

b

a c
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Fig.1.13.Markthal 
Rotterdam, stalls in the 
central square and shops on 
both sides.
(source:archina.com)

Fig.1.14.Tables on the roof 
of the stalls in the central 
square and private houses 
covered above the market.
(source: author)

above and the public market below have reached viewing communication (Fig.1.13, 14). Food 
inadvertently blurs the boundary between private and public, and it also makes people redefine 
the boundaries and connections between them.

Food and eating habits have a major impact on the shaping of public spaces and collective 
spaces, affecting the city in terms of spatial structure. Specifically, the "table space" of the 
city has different manifestations, like street food stalls, the most frequent food phenomenon in 
public spaces; the step and lawns of parks and gardens can gather a large number of people to 
eat together; nearly half of the sidewalks are occupied by restaurants' tables  (Fig.1.15, 16)... 
The frequency of people eating out is getting higher and higher nowadays( Fast food and pre-

- Cui, C. (2010) Feeding the city—Primary exploration on the ideologies and strategies of edible city & productive landscape. 
Masters Thesis. Tianjing University.

Fig.1.16. People lining up to buy food at the 2015 Tampa Food Truck Festival in Florida, USA. That year, more than 120 trucks 
participated in the competition (Photo: florida wishh, source: Steegmann, 2017).
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Fig.1.15.granary Square, Kings Cross, London. People turn 
outdoor venues into meals space. Dining, chatting, sunbathing... 
various activities happen here. 15

16

made food are accelerating this phenomenon. 
According to statistics, the market sells more 
pre-made food than fish fillets, vegetables or 
fresh fruits). 
It should be noted that the "dining table" 
described in this section not only refers to the 
meal furniture for citizens, but also includes 
the standing-waiting space and communication 
space for dining in a broad sense, such as 
large-scale lawn and small-scale temporary 
space  for portable food. Therefore, people 
will spontaneously change the urban space 
because of the demand for dining, and many 
"unplanned" events occur. The original 
functions of public spaces such as gardens 
are possibilly occupied by food, and informal 
spaces such as under-bridge spaces are reused. 
It can be said that food consumption, in whole 
or in part, has a "reprogramming" effect on 
certain spaces in the city.
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The concept of the market is usually related to the behavior of people gathering in a specific 
space. In Greek, the market is called agora (Αγορά), which means that male residents in ancient 
Roman cities gathered there to complete business transactions, talk about politics, philosophy 
and meet each other. The market space emerges, grows and matures, which is accompanied 
with the development of city all the time. 

At the beginning of the formation of city, the market can be said to be an important economic 
and social center of the city. During this long process, most markets moved from open squares 
or streets to indoor spaces. Covered market buildings emerged, and gradually began to flourish 
in Europe until the 19th century. Subsequently, the traditional markets, in the 20th century, 
suffered various threats under the pressure of economy and capital: privatization, relocation, 
closure, demolition ... traditional market is overturned by modern shopping modes such as 
super supermarkets, chain stores and shopping malls. With the shift of urban development 
centers, the market's leading role has gradually faded out of people's perspective. But the 
encouraging phenomenon is that the protection and renovation of traditional market buildings 
in recent years have received more and more attention from citizens, citizens, governments and 
architects, and many intervention measures have also being actively implemented. Therefore, 
this section firstly summarizes the evolution of European market architecture, then focuses 
on Barcelona,   wich has the complete urban market system, analyzes its characteristics and 

Fig.1.18.The market (Mercat de Sarria) 
originated from the square in front of 
the church. In 1863, the square was 
rebuilt for the first time, with city hall  
demolished and the square expanded; in 
1930, the market was established.

Fig.1.17.The modernist  market 
(Mercat de Sarria)  was established on 
the north side of the square in 1930.

18
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advantages. It will be discussed in the next section what the market system does not involve at 
this stage, that is, the problems and future trends of the market in the urban fringe area.

Since the Middle Ages, some foods on the open-air market may have deteriorated due to long-
term exposure, so they were usually protected by covered structures, such as under colonnade 
spaces or pavilions, which were usually not surrounded by walls. In the18th century, the market 
began to break away from the street space. A cover-market was created in the UK firstly. Since 
then, the market building emerged in the city as the concept of "equipment", becoming a part 
of urban public services along with slaughterhouses, hospitals, judicial institutions, prisons, 
etc. . From the perspective of the historical development of market, most covered markets were 
established in the original location of open-air market or square, which was the process that 
most European countries have experienced. Later, the covered market developed at different 
speeds in European countries, affected different fields in different ways.

The 19th century covered market began to be widely established in Europe as a new type 
of building, especially in the United Kingdom. Between 1801-1900, 480 new markets were 
quickly established(Miller, 2015), and by 1850 the UK had become a reference target for 
other countries. With the popularization of steel and glass in the second half of the  century, 
the architecture type of the market gradually innovated, and the Paris market became the 
protagonist of European cities. Since then, other cities begun their steel market era, such as the 

Fig.1.19.Les Halles Centrales, Paris, 1863
The most widely used type in France is "Baltard", a cubic shape like a pavilion, or several pavilions of the same type combined 
together, which are connected by covered streets.

-Miller, M. (2015) Feeding Barcelona, 1714-1975: Public Market Halls, Social Networks, and Consumer Culture. Louisiana State 
University Press. 
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establishment of the first iron market in Italy in the 1850s. In summary, in the last 50 years of 
the 19th century, the European city market basically formed two models: the British model—
single center model, and the Paris model—homogeneous distribution model. From 1870 to 
1920, Barcelona established about 90 iron markets, and a market system covering the entire 
city has been initially formed, which belongs to the Paris model(Miller, M. , 2015).

After the end of World War II in the 20th century, the city witnessed the development of modern 
supermarkets and chain stores. Many markets declined or even been demolished. The main 
reason is that the distribution channel is dominated by large wholesalers, breaking the direct 
relationship between manufacturers and retailers. At the same time, street markets and street 
vendors have also become active such as consumer cooperatives, playing an important role 
in the UK having replaced the market. The market has lost its leading role in most European 
cities.

Of course, Spain is an exception, especially in Barcelona. Its market system is still expanding 
in 20th century, and the government and the citizens  all have a strong sense of promoting and 
protecting them. Under the impact of  large shopping malls, in order to prevent the disappearance 
of local and traditional trades, PECAB (Special Plan for Food Retailing Facilities) was 
established in 1986. The Barcelona city council decided to maintain the market wasbusiness 
system. In 1991, the Markets' Institute of Barcelona (IMMB) was established, which is an aut-
onomous body with budgetary and administrative capacity, under the auspices of the City Co
uncil, to manage and direct markets.(garriga, 2015). At this time, the market undergone some 
transformations, such as the production of more specialized foods, like cooked or semi-cooked 
foods; foods were more pursuing localization, health and homogeneity.

-garriga Bosch, S. tand garcia Fuentes, J. M. (2015) ‘The Idealization of a “Barcelona model” for markets renovation’, in. 7th 
AESOP International Food Planning Conference, pp. 336–342. 

Fig.1.20.Location and number of the metal markets in Spain and 
Barcelona(Picture in the upper right), 20th century

Fig.1.21.Markets built (or built) in Barcelona by 
decade.

Almost all large communities in Barcelona, whether in the city center or in the industrial 
suburbs, have market halls, and some large-scale suburbs have more than one market. It is 
because the market is built in densely populated area and could establish close relationship 
with surrounding communities and facilities. The market could transform the surrounding 
cities into a prosperous area. "Each market acts as a nucleus for different urban groups in the 
densely populated city, and therefore facilitates its services, making it more convenient for 
those inhabitants who live closest to it…" (Bassols, 2015). It can be seen that the market is 
very important for the establishment of cities to define the characteristics and forms of cities.

As Michael Sorkin recalls, “The logical consequence of this verification is that mere conservation 
of historical remains is not enough—what is important is to conserve the ‘human ecologies that 
produced and inhabit them.” (Michael, 1992). In general, the role of the market in shaping the 
characteristics and forms of the city  can be summarized as: gathering surrounding industries 
and personnel, and changing the use of space for outdoor eating habits. 
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Fig.1.22. Street vendors at the Arc del Teatre, 1930

Fig.1.23. Retail trade outside the markets and location of the 
markets in the central area of Baecelona, 1932 (Source: ACA, 
Industrial registration)

-Bassols, M. g. i (2015) Making cities through market halls: Europe, 19th and 20th centuries. Ajuntament de Barcelona, Museu 
d’Història de Barcelona.
-Michael Sorkin (1992.), Variations on a Theme Park: The New American City and the End of Public Space, The Noonday Press, 
New york, p. XI-XV.

22 23
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The previous part of this chapter mainly introduced the relationship between food and urban 
space, as well as the evolutionary history of the market space of European cities and Barcelona. 
It illustrates that food, in whole or in part, has a "reprogramming" effect on certain spaces 
in the city. From the perspective of the macroscopic, urban space, the proximity of the food 
production site to the city center is really important, and has huge advantages; from the 
perspective of microscopic, eating space and market space, food can promote the gathering 
of industries, strengthen the community, improve urban efficiency, enrich and even change 
citizens' lifestyles and habits.

Barcelona's food and market system can be said to be  an excellent model in European cities, 
whether from the perspective of food proximity or tthe catalytic effect of the market system. 
But I noticed that with the rapidly spreading of the city, the status of food and market system in 
the urban edge area is not satisfactory. The extremely long transportation distance brings  rising 
prices, the quality of food without guarantee and environmental pollution; the monotonous food 
market leads to fewer choices, community losing their vitality and cohesion, and traditional 
markets squeezed by modern shopping malls. Therefore, what is the developmental trend of the 
food space in the future? How to use food space and market space to strengthen the connection 
between communities and stimulate the vitality of public space, even affect and reshape the 
spatial structure and change the living habits of residents?

First, the proximity of food is an important factor to be considered. It can also be said that cities 
need to feed themselves with their own food. In this way, agriculture naturally intervenes in the 
urban space. The significance of urban agriculture lies in local cultivation and local consumption, 
which depends on the surrounding communities. Consumers' attention to local food is also the 
foundation of urban agricultural development. As a kind of experimental planning and design, 
urban agriculture has been planned and installed in many cities,  including small agricultural 
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Fig.1.24. Lafayette greens, Detroit Fig.1.25. Public Farm One, New york
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squares (Lafayette greens, Detroit. Fig.1. 24) , temporary cultivation devices (Public Farm 
One, New york, Fig.1. 25), roof farming, etc., as well as large-scale urban agricultural 
planning.Urban agriculture allows food directly getting into the city and daily lifes of citizens. 
The value it brings is far more than the value of urban landscape and farming entertainment, 
and it provides healthier and safer food. Less food is wasted due to fast transportation, and 
more employments are provided with requiring of lots of human work. Although the scale of 
general agriculture is not very large, it does has a greatly positive impact on social structure 
and urban organizational structure. Following small-scale agricultural experiments, more cities 
began to plan a larger agricultural layout and food system construction, such as Carrot City 
by University of Sydney  in New South Wales(Fig.1. 26), which conceived an ecological city 
based on Urban Agriculture. From food production, rainwater collection and recycling, solar 
energy, to processing and sales, that's it, a self-sufficient city was born(Cui, 2010). 

Of course, urban agriculture is not as simple as just shortening the distance between food and 
cities. What we need is not a one-way flow from the producer point to the consumer point, 
nor a food production and supply system oriented by economic and trade interests. Architect 
Christophe Alexander in his book City is not a tree pointed out that in the tree system, nutrients 
flow unidirectionally from the trunk to the leaves, it means that the trunk monopolizes the 
supply of nutrients in the whole system. But a "good" urban should be approximated to the 
semi-lattice scheme as much as possible (Smirnova, 2014). The semi-lattice axiom goes 
like this: “A collection of sets forms a semi-lattice if and only if, when two overlapping sets 
belong to the collection, then the set of elements common to both also belongs to the collection 
(Alexander 1966, p.5). That is, all components and systems are connected to each other, 
flexible, multi-directional, intertwined and flexible. Each connection can affect each other. 
For ueban agriculture, in addition to establishing a sustainable system that would be closed 
from production to consumption then to recycling, it also need building a close intertwined 
relationship with other urban systems.

Viljoen and Howe came up with the concept CPULs (continuous productive urban landscapes) 

Fig.1.26.Carrot City, divided into five areas: central business district, semi-industrial port area, institutional hub, quiet community 
and urban agriculture area, is a mixed eco-city.

-Cui,C. (2010) Feeding the city  —Primary exploration on the ideologies and strategies of edible city & productive landscape. 
Masters Thesis. Tianjing University.
-Smirnova, A. (2014) Metropolitan articulation vs. local disconnection: duality of green corridors in fragmented urban structures. 
Masters Thesis. Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya.
-Alexander, C., (1966). City is not a Tree. Magazine Design, (206).
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-Bohn, K. and Viljoen, A. (2012) ‘The CPUL City Toolkit: Planning productive urban landscapes for European cities’, in 
Sustainable Food Planning: Evolving Theory and Practice, pp. 479–494. 

in 2012. It means that introducing interconnected, productive landscapes into cities creates 
new and sustainable urban infrastructure and helps redefine the use of open space. The main 
features of the space include: urban agriculture, outdoor leisure space for residents, commercial 
space, natural habitats, ecological corridors, and non-vehicular circulation routes. It is a 
multifunctional urban space network that combines urban agriculture, leisure and other uses 
and channels, which can enhance urban social, environmental and economic conditions. 

It is not to change the existing urban structure, not just to fill the function of empty spaces in 
the city. Instead, It is through this strategy to overlape and reorganize the urban space, and add 
a new sustainable component to the city on a large scale. The development of the food space 
should not be limited to the traditional chain of agriculture-transportation-sales, it is a more 
complex and flexible spacial mechanism.

Therefore, the food space of the future is diversified, constantly changing, and more and more 
meticulous, and it is a completely different experience from the mordern shopping mall with 
the controlled environment. In today's era of consumerism, consumption depends more on 
the choice of desire and experience, and is no longer the choice of pure living items. This 
requires that the definition of food space needs to combine the different functional levels, 
social levels, cultural levels of the city, etc. to increase diversity and make the city more livable 
and sustainable.

Fig.1.27.The CPUL. green corridors provide a continuous 
network of productive open space.

Fig.1.28.The formation of food space.

chapter 2 reFeeDInG cIty wIth new FooD Space
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2.1 Food Corridor 

      2.1.1 Food as bond, integrating public space

              Case1 Emerald-Necklace Conservancy, Boston

              Case2 The Bentway, Toronto

      2.1.2 Food as element, catalyzing informal space

              Case3 Fayetteville 2030, Food City Scenario, Arkansas

      2.1.3 Proposal stage1:Food corridor, continuous space

The continuity of public space can effectively organize the urban space, connect the point space 
and planar space in the city, make it orderly and organized. Continuous spaces are similar to 
the characteristics of "linear" spaces. When pedestrians are not very clear about the direction, 
the guiding sequence will strengthen the relationship between places, fields and paths, making 
pedestrians move with confidence in the environment, and feel able to have a precise sense of 
direction and consistency. Jan gehl pointed out in his book that continuity actually represents 
a durable long-term structure in an urban space that allows changes without causing muddy 
messes, and absorbs small changes in the whole (gehl, 2004). From this perspective, continuity 
plays the "skeleton" role in the urban spatial structure, which is filled by the activities and 
buildings (Fig. 2.1).

To contrast the neighbourhood form of traditional cities, in which urban spaces demonstrate a 
strong solid-to-void ratio ,with the weak solid-to-void arrangements of modem neighbourhoods 
(Fig. 2.2). Modern urban space shows the characteristics of fragmentation and discreteness, 
and the continuous spatial boundary no longer exists, resulting in a low degree of aggregation 
and low intersection of social activities. For example, the modern supermarkets that rely on 
cars makes the food space widely dispersed. The food homogeneity and space homogenization 
become very prominent. Some scholars believe that a dynamic and sustainable urban space 
demonstrates the characteristics of walkable, continuous and intensive. Conversely, the 
contemporary urban spaces that lack of integration also gives architects and planners a good 
opportunity to integrate and connect urban spaces and create walkable, compressed and 
sustainable urban public spaces.

- gehl, J. (2004) Public Spaces, Public Life. Copenhagen: The Danish Architectural Press.
-Jalaian, y. R. (2015) City Infrastructure and Fractured Space: Creating Continuity in a Fractured Urban Fabric. Masters Thesis. 
University of Virginia. 

Fig.2.1.The Flow of city and 
Continuty of Public Space
(Source:yaping, H.2002)

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.1 continuous public space
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b. The space changes from wide to narrow and 
towards the core square with the iconic building 
(stage).
c. Both sides of the core square are continuous 
and wide corridors, providing rich living spaces.a

b c

Fig.2.3.a Ship-shaped traditional town, Luo Town, 
Sichuan Province.

In the continuity space,  the continuity of repeated elements is likely to cause monotony, that 
is to say, the continuity of the space emphasizes the change and rhythm of the space, requiring 
the node spaces for stay and activity. Jalaian (2015) Proposed several important elements of 
successful place, he summarized: sensory qualities(such as sense of comfort and good image); 
spatial qualities(such as access, linkage, coherence and physical setting); functional qualities 
(such as activity, sociability); choice and opportunity (includes different use, activities and 
complexity). Due to the dynamic participation of people, public spaces are no longer just 
static squares or gardens. The concepts of space and time, environment and behavior are more 
closely linked. The continuity of public space puts more emphasis on the walker ’s behavior, 
psychology, feelings, etc. Only in the movement, that is, in the continuous process, can one 
complete the journey from one end to the other end, and see the various parts one by one. 

Fig. 2.2 Urban form relationships.(Trancik, 1986)

-Trancik, Roger, (1986) Finding Lost Space: Theories of Urban Design New york: Van Nostrand Reinhold
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Fig.2.4.a.The Atlanta BeltLine project, more than 
50 projects in private investment have taken shape 
around the Atlanta BeltLine.

Fig.2.4.b.Connecting food spaces (Bohn & Viljoen)

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.1 continuous public space

- Coy, M. and Kraas, F. (2003) ‘Probleme der Urbanisierung in den Entwicklungsländern’, Probleme der Urbanisierung in den 
Entwicklungsländern, 147(1), pp. 32–41.

For example, in Luo Town, an ancient town(Fig.2.3), the narrow continuous street space is 
guided by a circle roof. After the turn, it is partially enlarged, forming a ship-shaped core 
square. At the entrance of the square is the most important building of the town-the ancestral 
hall, and the stage for opera is established in the center of the square. The wide semi-open 
spaces on both sides provide residents with space to stay and talk. The orientation of space is 
very strong. The changing space provides a sensory experience for residents, and the functional 
space gives residents a strong sense of belonging. Therefore, continuous accessibility, legibility, 
clear orientation, and sensory experience are important.

We could observe that in today's cities, the situation of urban space being fragmented is 
becoming more and more serious. Due to various reasons, such as rapid transportation and land 
property rights, fragmentation and islandization are becoming common. In 2003, Matthew 
Carmona came up with the SLOAPs (space leftover after planning) in his book. He thought that 
urban planning is to make the space more orderly, but it unconsciously cause the fragmentation 
of space. Faced with this situation, creating and protecting the continuity of public space is 
an effective reasonable measures, creating a more connected urban fabric and create new 
successful places. Continual public spaces can efficiently integrate dispersed spaces and re-
establish urban spatial order. At the same time, more importantly, it will drive the development 
of the surrounding environment. Whether it is a macro urban green space connection (like The 
Atlanta BeltLine project), or a meso or micro square and street space continuity, it is a good 
opportunity to reuse the remaining space of the city and drive the development of surrounding 
areas.

At the beginning of the project, I planned to study from a large perspective of the public space 
system. I hope to make full use of inefficient public spaces such as abandoned and informal 
spaces in the city, to establish close connections between them. But this does not mean that 
I need to establish a physical “walking bridge”. I need pay more attention to the relationship 
between the entire public space system and surrounding environment, communities, and 
housing units. Whether it is necessary, whether the scale is appropriate, what kind of suitable 
functional blocks need to be inserted. At the same time, the sustainable development of public 
space, also needs to be considered. Aiming at different groups, different community cultures, 
future changes in space need specific consideration.

In addition, it is also worth noting that such a linear space can easily lead to another aspect of 
spatial gentrification, that is, the system of linear space is separated from the urban environment, 
which could be seen but not easily entered. Thus the horizontal connection on both sides of the 
linear space should be strengthened to truly achieve the effect of "sewing" and "integration".
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Necklace Park is a large green belt from the Charles River to Franklin Park. In the longitudinal 
direction, linear walkways, rivers, and rail traffic are connected in series with several plane 
spaces and point spaces of different sizes and shapes, providing the city a large public space 
that can accommodate a variety of activities. This project formed the continuity of urban green 
public space. In addition, urban ecological maintenance was also one of the primary goals of 
the project, as city’s green infrastructure. 

Olmsted creatively uses linear paths planted with trees on both sides to connect isolated parks, 
so that each park can be connected as an integrated green space system, and the park can be 
extended to the nearby communities, increasing the opportunity for nearby residents to enter 
the park. The project enables the park and urban life to form a harmonious union facing 
the public. 

Fig.2.5.Necklace Park, Urban green belt, Olmsted

CASE1: EMERALD-NECKLACE CONSERVANCy, BOSTON

- Ahern, J. (1995) ‘greenways as a Planning Strategy’, Landscape and Urban Planning - LANDSCAPE URBAN PLAN, 33, pp. 
131–155.

Fig.2.6.Spatial relationship between Necklace Park and surrounding public spaces and buildings
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2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.1 continuous public space

- Dong Hexuan(2001), Large-Scale Public Space Construction Based on Grey and Green Infrastructure: From Experience of 
Boston to Contemporary Practice, LA Theory，(3), pp.60-62．

CASE1: EMERALD-NECKLACE CONSERVANCy, BOSTON

In the horizontal direction, it is like a bond, connecting and repairing the two areas that were 
originally cut by the swamp, and making the connection through walking path. Multiple roads 
and rail lines attaching on both sides of the greenpark have established  transportation links. 
The park not only connects the spaces on both sides, but also stimulates the appearance of 
surrounding public buildings, such as educational facilities, museums and baseball fields on 
both sides of the park. A large number of surounding public activities with the slow-moving 
green activities inside the park form a complementary relationship .
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N

Fig.2.7.Spatial relationship between Necklace Park and surrounding transportation

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.1 continuous public space
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-Per, A. F. (2019). Activating interstitial spaces: The Bentway Park, Public Work, Toronto, Canada, 2018. A+ T: revista trimestral 
de Arquitectura y Tecnología, (52), 76-81.

CASE2: THE BENTWAy,  TORONTO
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The project transforms the abandoned informal space underneath Toronto’s 1.75km-long 
gardiner highway into a active continuous public place. Pedestrian paths and bicycle lanes 
in project,  as the main elements, catalytic the space, and connect the linear space under 
the highway. Due to the uneven terrain,architects use different levels of walkways to bring 
pedestrians from all directions into project. 

The architect also paid attention to the horizontal connection of the linear space. They build 
new terrain, and cultivate new landscapes so that pedestrians can enter it smoothly or cross it 
without obstruction, including grass slopes, steps, paths, bridge, etc.. The project is close to 
the coast, which can successfully attract visitors from the mainland to the shore and stitch the 
seven neighboring communities together, becoming a new urban infrastructure and providing 
a new type of public life.

Highway(above)

Public greenspace

Paving&Plaza&Path
Water garden
Visitors Centre
City Public Park

Fig.2.8.Necklace Park, Urban green belt, Olmsted

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.1 continuous public space

The Bentway project uses the specific physical element of the path when integrating the broken 
spaces and connecting the city. On the basis of the slow-moving system, architects then insert  
rich activity spaces and landscapes to activate this informal space, and even the surrounding 
environment and communities. The Bentway provides year-round events and activities, 
including gardens, ice skating trails, entertainment facilities, public art, exhibitions, festivals, 
theater and musical performances.

CASE2: THE BENTWAy,  TORONTO

Fig.2.9.The Bentway, transform informal space into continuous public space

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.1 continuous public space
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2.1 Food Corridor 

      2.1.1 Food as bond, integrating public space

              Case1 Emerald-Necklace Conservancy, Boston

              Case2 The Bentway, Toronto

      2.1.2 Food as element, catalyzing informal space

              Case3 Fayetteville 2030, Food City Scenario, Arkansas

      2.1.3 Proposal stage1:Food corridor, continuous space

After proposing the type of continuous space "food corridor", the making of node space is the 
next more detailed research object. The successful node space can enhance the identifiability 
and efficiency of food corridors, and it can also catalyze the improvement of the quality of 
the surrounding environment. In this project, the site, located on the edge of the city, contains 
a lot of abandoned and inefficiently used vacant land or buildings, some are abandoned, and 
some are temporarily occupied by people. Therefore, this section proposes to re-use this kind 
of "informal" space, by combining with the element "food", to reshape the node space of "food 
corridor".

"Informal", in the sociology, it means rules, random, and innovative meanings, while in the 
management, it represents chaos and backwardness. It is a type of  architecture or urban 
space that is built on the basis of unconventional land or space in the city (such as space 
under the viaduct,  roof space, residential courtyard, and free space on the streets)(yin, 2014). 
What we should note is that informal space is not negative and should not be eliminated. It is 
interdependent with formal space in urban space. Under the tide of "modern city" in the 21st 
century, urban planning is pursuing unity, formality, and standardization, but such a formal city 
could bring some problems. Its rigid principles and standardization creats the same pattern, 
greatly deprives individual creativity and freedom of communication. The behavior of citizens 
is regulated and restricted by regular spaces, and the character of the city is slowly being lost; 

2

- yin, y. (2014) Meeting the anonymous——ponder over urban informal space. Masters Thesis. Tianjing University.

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.2 food as eleMent, catalyzing inforMal space

Fig.2.10. Vendor uses steps to display vegetables for sale, Noryangjin fish market, Seoul (Source: Karen A. 2007)
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-Junzo, K. and Momoyo, K. (2001) Made In Tokyo: Atelier Bow-Wow. Tokyo: Kajima Institute Publishing Co. 

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.2 food as eleMent, catalyzing inforMal space

on the contrary, although informal space is considered irregular, it is exactly a force from the 
bottom up that deeply rooted in regional society and  an important factor in establishing trust 
relationships and communication networks in society.

The "informal" space is the temporary, variable, highly adaptable space. Its spatial model is 
a bottom-up spontaneous growth space with self-constructed behaviors based on the needs of 
people's lives. The informal space has a symbiotic relationship with the city, providing the 
foundation and material for the city’s self-expression and historical memory. How the informal 
space appears and grows, and how it integrates into the surrounding environment, which 
described in the book Made In Tokyo, makes me think deeply.

The book refers to these informal spaces as “Da-me Architecture” (Junzo,  2001), which means 
that they are bad in some ways and almost ignored by critics. These buildings and spaces do 
not belong to the architectural aesthetics, and it is even difficult to give them formal names. 
But these spaces, which seem to violate conventional society, truly reflect the real urban space 
of Tokyo, or it could be called “the space of the event”. The new building was built in the gap 
between the old buildings, density increased, and then the remaining external space continued 
to be compressed by the new building. They are divided into smaller spaces, and work hard to 
integrate. Such “Da-me Architecture” allows every inch of space to be used to the maximum 

Fig.2.11.Reusing the remaining space between the highway and the buildings, and placing the sports ground and blood donation 
building. (Source: Made In Tokyo, 2001)

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.2 food as eleMent, catalyzing inforMal space

1

Fig.2.12.  a. Diagram of street parklet, turning parking lot 
into small park.    b.Spring Street parklet.    c.The chromer 
building parklet.b c

a

Fig.2.13. a.The growroom in corner of plaza, an wooden installation, is a spherical garden that enables people to grow food locally 
and sustainably. 
b.Transforms Prague’s heartland with black Containers as a new food space. The project consists of 27 black containers, temporary 
and mobile, with the aim of turning abandened corners of the city into dining, cultural events.

a b
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and meets the various needs of society, forming a mix-used  composite state (Fig. 2.11). This is 
a way of thinking about how to positively use the informal space. Especially for a large number 
of existing by-products, they could be regarded as valuable resources during the process of 
urban construction.

A large number of examples confirm that the development of these different types of informal 
spaces has the effect of an urban catalyst, and its construction can improve the quality of the 
environment, increase regional popularity, attract new investment, and drive new construction. 
Successful cases will inspire more similar projects. For example, San Francisco first proposed 
the street parklet. The temporary cancellation of several parking spaces will not have too much 
impact on traffic, but the new small space can enrich the landscape elements and recreational 
functions of the area in a flexible form. Subsequently, parklet was successfully built and 
operated in many cities in the United States, involving entertainment, food, outdoor fitness, 
gardens and other types (Fig.2.12).

Based on the urban spatial form of the project, the proposal takes food as the dominant element 
and reuse the remaining informal space of the city. According to different space types and 
the needs of different residents, different food spaces need to be customized. Like inserting a 
detachable device for soilless plant cultivation, which could provide local residents with healthy 
food (Fig.2.13. a), or placing containers in informal space with large area as the food sales and 
eating space, and it could be attached to other community functional service facilities(Fig.2.13. 
b). Each food node space is different from the up-bottom government-led formal public space 
transformation, but a bottom-up space that is self-organized and self-serviced by residents. 
Using food, the thing that is closest to the daily life of residents, guide residents to participate, 
work together, and make profits together. In this way, food, the catalyst of urban space, has 
positive effect on the public space and the surrounding urban space.

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.2 food as eleMent, catalyzing inforMal space

Food City re-establishes a middle scale fabric of food production through a greenbelt that 
intensifies agricultural systems and urban densities at 15 units per acre along Fayetteville’s 
patchy ring road landscape. 

CASE3: FAyETTEVILLE 2030, FOOD CITy SCENARIO, ARKANSAS 

DIAgRAM  ANALySIS

Fig.2.14. Food greenbelt, 15 blocks/acre of the Public Land Survey System
(source: Fayetteville 2030, 2016)

Farmland

Blocks

- Center, U. of A. C. D. and Center, U. of A. C. D. (2016) ‘Fayetteville 2030: Food City Scenario’, Landscape Architecture 
Frontiers, 4(1), pp. 94–111.

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.1 food as bond, integrating public space
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Sustainable farming begins with energy flows. Food City configures agricultural production 
territories with niche growing strategies based on opportunities in local geography, ecosystems, 
and public infrastructure. Agricultural urban fabrics restructure sprawl into neighborhood 
formats with clear centers and edges, anchored by public spaces. The purpose of Food 
City is not to replace centralized agricultural production, but to establish a medium-sized 
agricultural alternative between urban vegetable gardens and industrial farms.

CASE3: FAyETTEVILLE 2030, FOOD CITy SCENARIO, ARKANSAS 

FUNCTION & TyPE OF SPACE ANALySIS

animal farm

animal farm

farm

the greenbelt

composting
district

forest garden

Fig.2.15. Agricultural Territories: Patches, Mosaics, and Corridors (Source: author)

restaurant farm

edible park

winter farmers 
market

grow 
street

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.1 food as bond, integrating public space

2.1 Food Corridor 

      2.1.1 Food as bond, integrating public space

              Case1 Emerald-Necklace Conservancy, Boston

              Case2 The Bentway, Toronto

      2.1.2 Food as element, catalyzing informal space

              Case3 Fayetteville 2030, Food City Scenario, Arkansas

      2.1.3 Proposal stage1:Food corridor, continuous space

 garden 
block

farm
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PROjECT: LOCATION & TExTURE

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.3 proposal stage1: food corridor, continuous space

BARCELONA

BARDALONA

PROjECT SITE

Fig.2.16. The location of the project.

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.3 proposal stage1: food corridor, continuous space

PROjECT: LOCATION & TExTURE

Fig.2.17.a. Location map of project

Fig.2.17.b. Historical image_1945 c.Historical image_1957 d.Historical image_1994
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PROjECT: LOCATION & TExTURE

b.On the south side of the site are 
large industrial buildings, mostly 
clothing factories and car repair 
factories.

c.Void space inside is free, and 
less organized with no functional 
supporting.

Fig.2.19.a. On the north side of the 
site, an urban road and a highway 
intersect and pass through.

Fig.2.18. Texture of site

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.3 proposal stage1: food corridor, continuous space

PROjECT: CURRENT SITUATION OF THE SITE

Fig.2.20.Current situation of the site
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2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.3 proposal stage1: food corridor, continuous space
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park

plaza

center farmland

family farmland

family farmland

corner farmland

underneath 
farmland

roof farmland

roof farmland

PROjECT: MASTER PLAN

Fig.2.21. Food Corridor_Master plan 

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.3 proposal stage1: food corridor, continuous space

The project reuses the existing squares and unused 
informal spaces (including the space under the 
highway, the corner space, the middle space of the 
block, roof space, etc.) and transforms them into 
a continuous food public space. The food corridor 
includes linear food spaces and dot-shaped small food 
spaces, and the food produced serves the family or 
groups. At the same time, food space also provides a 
public green space for the city, and people can walk 
and experience freely.

PROjECT: AERIAL PERSPECTIVE

1 3

2

4

Fig.2.22. Food Corridor_Aerial perspective

Fig.2.23. Continuous food space.

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.3 proposal stage1: food corridor, continuous space
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PROjECT: NODES OF INFORMAL SPACE

COMMUNITY GARGEN1
Users: Children, working people, the elderly, and tourists.
Activities: Plantation, viewing point, children ’s area, display, coffee, tea, etc.

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.3 proposal stage1: food corridor, continuous space

Fig.2.24. Community gargen_Axon and perspective

PROjECT: NODES OF INFORMAL SPACE

FAMILIES FARMLAND2
Users: Residents.
Activities: Plantation, viewing point, storage, coffee, etc.

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.3 proposal stage1: food corridor, continuous space

Fig.2.25. Families farmland_Axon and perspective
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ROOF AGRICULTURE3
Users: Office staff, working people, and tourists.
Activities: Plantation, viewing point, coffee, tea, etc.

PROjECT: NODES OF INFORMAL SPACE

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.3 proposal stage1: food corridor, continuous space

Fig.2.26. Roof agriculture_Axon and perspective

LINEAR AGRICULTURAL SPACE BELOW HIGHWAY4
Users: Children, working people, residents, the elderly, and tourists.
Activities: Plantation, walking, biking, jogging, viewing point, shops, vendors, coffee, tea, etc.

PROjECT: NODES OF INFORMAL SPACE

2.1 FooD corrIDor 
2.1.3 proposal stage1: food corridor, continuous space

Fig.2.27. Linear agricultural space below highway_Axon and perspective
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2.2  food base camp

      2.2.1 food circulation system

              Case1  Regenerative Villages, Copenhagen

      2.2.2 Functional mix-using, as city hub

              Case2  Agro Food Park Expansion, Denmark

              Case3  Markthal, Rotterdam

      2.2.3 Proposal Stage2: Food base camp, sustainable space

Fig.2.28.Conceptual model of the closed nutrient cycle by Leberecht Migge, in Berlin germany. 
Leberecht Migge redesigned the concept of garden city: food production. He developed the 
thinking of circular form into a model in which the feces of Berlin will become food for the 
surrounding edible landscape.

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.1 food circulation systeM
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2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.1 food circulation systeM

In the food system, food from farmers’ “vegetable gardens” to citizens’ “vegetable baskets” 
generally go through a number of intermediaries including “farmers, wholesalers of production, 
transporters, wholesalers of market, vendors, citizens”. The price will be increased by at least 
5% at each step. Especially for the “last one mile”, sometimes the price will double. Scholar 
of the London University believes that if the British limit the origin of food within a radius of 
20 kilometers away from their homes, the country can save 2.1 billion pounds a year (Petrini, 
2013). Therefore, the local food system is a useful supplement to the industrialized food system 
and can effectively alleviate food crises and food safety issues. The UK has launched a series 
of slow food campaigns, local food campaigns, local purchase campaigns, etc. Based on this, 
this section proposes to establish a local food system, shorten the food trajectory, and transform 
the traditonal linear food system into a closed local food system. It can be understood as a 
sustainable local food production and recycling system. This project aims to establish a small-
scale food closed system inside the city as a beneficial supplement to the linear industrial food 
system, and integrate the urban water cycle and energy cycle system.

The integration of agricultural production, transportation, distribution, consumption and 
recycling space with the existing spatial texture of the city is not an extremist behavior that 
using all urban space for agricultural production without choosen, nor is it an idealism that 
deviates from the current status of modern urban development. It is a planning idea based on 
the existing texture of the city, emphasizing the least disturbance to the urban land and the 
realization of the greatest social, economic and environmental benefits. Therefore, small-scale 
circulatory systems can be more easily integrated and implemented in existing cities and become 
an integral part of urban infrastructure. These small closed food systems can complement each 
other and increase the vitality of the city's large food system(Fig.2.23, Fig.2.24). These systems 
can be integrated into unused or passive spaces (such as roofs) in the city to reduce investment 
and increase the possibility of realization.

In this closed system, food comes from the soil and back into the soil. In this process, the food 
grows , and after preliminary processing, it will be transferred to the city's logistics center step 
by step, and then distributed to various food markets. Normally, citizens only start to intervene 
in the food system at this step.

Due to the lack of supervision of the food journey, the opaque chain makes the citizens lose 
confidence with the food. In addition, citizens usually don't care about where the waste in 
their daily life is, and they lack knowledge about how to reuse the waste.  Therefore, when the 
production place is close to the consumption place, the intermediate steps in the food system 
can be greatly compressed. When the recycling place is close to the consumption place, the 

-Petrini, C. and Waters, A. (2013) Slow Food Nation: Why our Food Should be Good, Clean, and Fair. 1st edn. Translated by C. 
Furlan and J. Hunt. New york, Ny: Rizzoli Ex Libris.

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.1 food circulation systeM

Food input
Exhaust gas

Rubbish

Sewage

Linear system

Energy input

Water input

Closed system

Input

Output

Input

Output
 Small closed 

system in urban

Fig.2.29. From linear system to closed system, and to small cloaed system sispersed in urban space.
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2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.1 food circulation systeM

Fig.2.31. Urban agricultural production in different urban spaces requires different planting spaces and techniques.

Fig.2.30.  Small closed food systems, could become an integral part of urban infrastructure. 

sanitary facilities can be used to treat kitchen waste and other wastes locally and reused in 
the production place. These processes are not isolated, but are tightly integrated with urban 
sanitation and other facilities.

Since urban agriculture is different from traditional field operations, urban agricultural 
production in different urban spaces requires different planting techniques and needs a strong 
adaptability to the environment. These planting technologies include soil planting, movable 
container planting, hydroponic cultivation, and greenhouse planting. They usually use 
urban green space, squares, and buildings for production. For example, in urban residential 
communities, urban spaces such as roofs and green spaces in residential areas can provide 
space for agricultural development. In urban areas with a large area of remained land, it is 
appropriate to adopt land-farming methods to form a closed food system; when approaching 
the center of the city, the density of the city becomes higher, and the food production is more 
constrained by the building. At this time, most of them will use the building space and adopt 
intelligent to produce food (Fig.2.25). Agricultural production can provide communities with 
healthy food and lifestyles, forming leisure and entertainment places in the area, promoting 
social integration, respecting citizens 'original spirit with decentralized micro-actions, and 
encouraging citizens' enthusiasm for participation.

As for the management issue, since such a food system usually exceeds the construction scale 
of the family even with the small-scale urban agriculture center that mentioned above, the 
investment is so large, the cycle is long, and the supporting urban infrastructure required is 
complex, adding the problem of land ownership, it is actually not suitable for the bottom-up 
social model. government and community should play a leading role in this project. The top-
down model of government-led, public participation, and professional technical support can 
play an important role model for the promotion of agriculture in cities. What is important is 
that the government needs to build a daily management platform for an integrated agricultural 
community, coordinate multiple participants (including tourism departments, environmental 
protection departments, universities, communities, etc.) to promote the cooperation of multiple 
subjects.

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.1 food circulation systeM
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CASE1: REgENERATIVE VILLAgES,  COPENHAgEN

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.1 food circulation systeM

Fig.2.32. An innovative new living model Regenerative Villages has been developed in response to some of the world’s most pressing 
environmental, social and economic issues. Its the model that adds not only environmental and financial value but also social value 
by creating the framework for empowering families and developing a true sense of community, reconnecting people with nature and 
consumption with production.

Fig.2.33. Using a sustainable agricultural model to drive forth the input based system. The project 
combines a variety of innovative technologies, such as energy positive homes, renewable energy, 
energy storage, door-step high-yield organic food production, vertical farming aquaponics/aeroponics, 
water management and waste-to-resource systems.

Housing units

Food production

Food production

Social spaces

THE PROgRAM

glass envelope

Infrastructure

Social spaces

Biodiversity&seasonal 
gardens/plaza 

2.2  food base camp

      2.2.1 Food circulation system

              Case1  Regenerative Villages, Copenhagen

      2.2.2 functional mix-using, as city hub

              Case2  Agro Food Park Expansion, Denmark

              Case3  Markthal, Rotterdam

      2.2.3 Proposal Stage2: Food base camp, sustainable space
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2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.2 functional Mix-using, as city hub

-Lynch, K. (1960) The Image of the City. MIT Press.

No food system in a city exists in isolation. A sustainable closed food system needs to be 
interdependent with other urban functional systems. Urban space is not a two-dimensional 
plane that connects isolated architectural functional units with traffic elements, but an organic 
combination of elements at all levels, promoting a more balanced development of urban space. 

In this section, on the basis of the formation of a closed food system, the project proposed 
to strengthen the connection between the system and other functions of the city, that is, to 
establish a composite mixed-use food center. The food center in the project is more similar 
to the node space proposed by Kevin Lynch in the book The Image of the City (1960) as 
one of the five elements of the city space. As a control transfer point for each homogeneous 
area, it has the effect of functional concentration, connecting different urban functional areas 
and promoting the concentration and expansion of urban space (Fig. 2.28). Such connections 
include connections between building units, connections of social behavior, connections of 
three-dimensional spaces and connections of the time dimension which ultimately become the 
“adhesive” of the city.

Fig.2.34.Diagram of compound mixed-use food hub

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.2 functional Mix-using, as city hub

As mentioned by Bohn and Viljoen in CPULs (2012), "An important feature of creating more 
space with less space is the diversified utilization methods". The complex and uncertain cluster 
creates a compound and diverse urban state in the process of continuous material and energy 
alternation with external space (yuan, 2009). It can be explained that, in this system, the whole 
is not a simple sum of parts, but a mode of 1 + 1> 2. The food system combined with other urban 
functions can provide more diverse types of activities such as gardening, farming, commuting, 
sports, leisure activities such as parties and picnics, and absorb more diverse users such as 
students, growers, urban residents, retirees ... … Different users can engage in one or more 
activities in the urban space. In addition, the base provides far more activities or occupations 
than some traditional public facilities in the city.

Specifically, when the food production area in the city is large, the growers are mostly farmers or 
low-income people, which can provide them with a large number of employment opportunities. 
Correspondingly, living space and retail space will slowly gather and grow around it. And the 
growers on small areas are usually local residents, such as immigrants and children. They are 
inspired by voluntary ideology, but they often lack professional agricultural education and 
gardening skills. Then, these skills are usually acquired at seminars provided by non-profit 
organizations and municipalities. Informal learning processes driven by experiments and 
learning by doing methods are common in urban agriculture. In this way, education space, 
experiment space and living space that are related to food production are generated and related 
to each other.

The intervention of food hub can also combine urban green space with leisure activities, which 
not only provides people with rest and reading and working places, but also provides venues 
for those who need fitness and exercise, to meet leisure needs of sports activities, promoting 
the neighborhood contacts of urban residents. The intervention of agriculture can also combine 
urban green space with leisure activities, which not only provides people with rest and reading 
and working places, but also provides venues for those who need fitness and exercise, to meet 
leisure needs of sports activities. Promote the neighborhood contacts of urban residents. In 
addition, it can provide clean air and maintain a healthy urban environment. As an urban green 
space, it provides a habitat that protects the diversity of urban animals and protects the diversity 
of urban ecosystems. While bringing fruits and vegetables to the city, there are also urban green 
products such as compost and energy, which contribute to the improvement of the city's overall 
quality of life.

For example, the renovation project of Foodmet, Brussels, Belgium. The original community 
is multi-cultural and is mainly composed of immigrants. In addition, due to physical obstacles, 
each block is torn apart. The main building is a slaughterhouse, which occupies a large area, 
does not support public life, and has an economic downturn. The project proposed the idea of 

-Bohn, K. and Viljoen, A. (2012) ‘The CPUL City Toolkit: Planning productive urban landscapes for European cities’, in 
Sustainable Food Planning: Evolving Theory and Practice, pp. 479–494. 
-yuan, Z. (2009) Complexity Paradigm and generating Subject Theory. China social sciences press.
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2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.2 functional Mix-using, as city hub

linking the community with agriculture 
and new markets, and establishing a 
multi-purpose center (Fig.2.35). The 
new market hall joins an imposing 19th-
century hall in iron and glass – in use 
as an abattoir until the 1990s – and a 
large open-air market. The new addition 
provides extra room for stalls, and on 
its roof a large commercial farm. There 
are also small-scale meat processing 
facilities and restaurants. The project 
developed a series of pilot projects in 
which each investor activated an action 
area, which had a domino effect on the 
implementation of the project.

Its spacious internal space and adjacent 
public space can also accommodate 
various activities, such as food space 
for children, job opportunities and 
extracurricular activities for social and 
cultural activities (such as African dance 
and art exhibitions). It has become a 
cultural center and relationship node for 
residents and workers in surrounding 
communities.

Fig.2.35.a. The original space layout, from bird view.

Fig.2.35.b. After transformation. Mixed-functional, the key space for 
communities.

In general, the spatial characteristics of mixed-using node-space contain: the components 
of the mixed nodes (such as functional system, transportation system, landscape system, 
public space system, etc.) have a certain degree of completion; secondly, in terms of spatial 
form, it has the characteristics of texture heterogeneity, that is, it can be clearly distinguished 
from a larger range of surrounding environment, so that the mixed-using node-space can 
be more recognizable and public; and also it should have absolute publicity and openness, 
accepting and serving local and foreign people of different groups and ages. Specific spatial 
characteristics and interventions will be presented in the following proposal.

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.2 functional Mix-using, as city hub

CASE2: AgRO FOOD PARK EXPANSION, DENMARK

Study Centre 

University

Food park

Restaurant/kitchen

Plantation

Plantation
Super lab

Water recycling
The lawn

Innovation lab
Hotel

Super lab

Market

Fig.2.36.a. The master plan. The central public space, the strip-shaped pedestrian zone, and the planting basement.

Fig.2.36.b. The central public space.

The green space of the project will consist of three main elements: the central public space, the strip-shaped pedestrian zone, and 
the planting basement. Food-related industries are clustered around, including education, laboratories, markets, exhibitions, sports, 
etc. The main streets and squares bind together clusters of buildings with individual neighborhood identities.

c. the strip-shaped pedestrian and leisure space.
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2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.2 functional Mix-using, as city hub

CASE2: AgRO FOOD PARK EXPANSION, DENMARK

Fig.2.37.a. The central public space, incorporating multiple functions.

Fig.2.37.b. Circulatory food system. Fig.2.37.c. Mixed-use food space.

Fig.2.38.b. Diagram of  green space and mix-used space.

Fig.2.38.a. Mix-using walkable bridge-hub.

This 11th Street Bridge Park provides citizens diverse green spaces and mixed-use architectures. Pedestrians will access the raised 
park via ramps and paths that are constructed at either riverfront. A roadway runs alongside the 11th Street Bridge Park, which 
extends the full width of the river. On the two upper levels, lifted by trusses, there will be gardens and lookout points connected by 
a series of walkways. These will also lead to the lower level where there will be additional green space, plazas and a cafe. There 
are several main function spaces for activities, including a small performance stage attaches to the underside of the bridge on one 
side of the design. On the opposite side of the bridge, the raised portion creates a roof for a cafe and patio space. An additional 
triangular building on the site can be used for public events.

CASE3: WASHINgTON DC gARDEN BRIDgE

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.2 functional Mix-using, as city hub
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2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.3 proposal stage2: food base caMp, sustainable space

Fig.2.39. Food Base Camp_Master plan 

PROjECT: MASTER PLAN
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2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.3 proposal stage2: food base caMp, sustainable space

PROjECT: MASTER PLAN

Fig.2.40. Food Base Camp_Master plan 

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.3 proposal stage2: food base caMp, sustainable space
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PROjECT: DIAGRAM

Fig.2.41. Food Base Camp_Diagram
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2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.3 proposal stage2: food base caMp, sustainable space

Fig.2.42. Food Base Camp_Aerial perspective

PROjECT: AERIAL PERSPECTIVE
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Fig.2.43.Explosion diagram
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2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.3 proposal stage2: food base caMp, sustainable space

Recycling Aquaponic Feild Community/Visitor CentrePlantationProcessing Plantation

Fig.2.44.a.Node space_ Plantation and recycling area. Fig.2.44.b.Node space_ Food Market and planting courtyard.

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.3 sproposal tage2: food base caMp, sustainable space

PlantationFood Preparation Event PlazaMarket MarketPlantation Roof Restaurant
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2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.3 stage2: food base caMp, sustainable space

Lecture Space ExhibitionData CenterLoungeTest Greenhouse Lab Field Test Greenhouse Biodiversity gardensGym Walking&biking Coffee&RestuarantExhibiton Bar Terrence Feild

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.3 stage2: food base caMp, sustainable space

Fig.2.43.c. Node space_ Test field and lab. Fig.2.44.d. Node space_ Leisure area and exhibition.
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story: One day of students' Diet and Learning. story: One day of students' Diet and Learning.

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.3 stage2: food base caMp, sustainable space 2.2.3 stage2: food base caMp, sustainable space

Within the area radiated by the project, local residents will become the main users of the 
food center, including the elderly, children, office workers and so on. In addition, there is a 
special group of people who will also become important participants in this project, that is, 
the students. As you can see from the image on the right page, there are 6 schools in the area 
surrounding the food base camp, including 3 elementary schools (number 4, 5 and 6), a high 
school (number 1), a language school (number 2) and a special service school (number 3, 
serving for the old people). The straight-line distances from these schools to the food base 
camp range from 150m to 430m, all of which can be reached on foot, with highly accessibility. 
This chapter specifically emphasizes the student group, because, first of all, there are a large 
number of students, teachers and staff in the school. They, especially primary school students, 
needs food each day, which is different from family use or restaurant use. Students have a 
large demand for food, and must ensure health and timely supply; secondly, this new food base  
camp is different from the traditional central market, which can provide students with a variety 
of educational opportunities. The above shows that for the student group, it has a strong social 
influence.

In thses six schools, this study selected primary school as the main discussion group, not only 
because there are 3 primary schools gathering here, but more importantly, primary school  
often spend their three meals with teachers in the school, and the demand for food is higher; 
moreover, elementary school students can get in touch with crops here from their young age, 
walk into nature and learn related knowledge instead of becoming "lonely urban people" in the 
future.

Specifically, after the vegetables, fruits, fish, etc. are picked and harvested from the place of 
origin, they are simply processed nearby and can be sent directly to the school’s warehouse and 
kitchen for further processing. Students can eat fresh and healthy food on time . Because the 
distance is short, the task can be completed after only a few concentrated truck transportation 
and manual transportation. The staff does not need to buy food from the central market in 
the city center. Production, processing, and distribution can be completed within a radius of 
500m.  More importantly, the used food could be transported to the recycling factory nearby to 
become fertilizer or growth medium for farmland, forming a sustainable food cycle. 
(For details, please refer to One day of students' Diet.)

In terms of education, the project provides rich learning places for primary school students. 
Students can observe how the crops are planted and grown on the land, and under the guidance 

V
360m

420m
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300m

180m

430m

1

2

3

4

5

6

of professionals, they can participate in the cultivation of vegetables or fruits by theirselves, and 
understand how the foods they touch every day reach their tables step by step. Students can eat food 
grown by themselves. The food base camp also provides students with a food museum to expand 
students' horizons from various aspects such as history and culture, which is very important for their 
future growth. Agriculture and crops should not be just some words and pictures on books. Students 
should understand that food is hard to come by and recognize the importance of various jobs in society.
(For details, please refer to One day of students' Learning.)

Fig.2.45.School and Food base camp. 
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story: One day of students' Diet and Learning.

students' diet

2.2 FooD BaSe camp 
2.2.3 stage2: food base caMp, sustainable space

7:00 a.M.

food pre-preparation

7:30 a.M.

proximity dilivery

6:00 a.M.

Getting food: vegtatble and fish 

According to the students’ 
recipes, Today I plan to pick some 

fresh and healthy vegetables and fruits, 
including lettuce, corn, apples, 

oranges, etc.

I need to complete the list of 
food quotas based on the number 
of students in each school and 

the food demand.

1

1 2

2

5

3

2

My daily task is to roughly clean 
and preliminary cut the picked-food 
to ensure the quality of the food for 

students. 

         
   

In addition to using trucks 
for centralized transportation of food, 

sometimes staff will manually deliver a small 
amount of food, saving transportation costs and 

meeting students’ temporary needs.

9:00 a.M.

students enjoying breakfast

8:00 a.M.

breakfast food preparation

Every day the chef uses the fresh 
foods picked and delivered that day 

to cook for the students, and of course 
will ensure that the daily meals are as 

different as possible.

Elementary school students can enjoy 
healthy food in the cafeteria. When the 

weather is fine, they can also eat outdoors. 
The food is rich, including vegetables, 

meat, fish and fruits.

3

3

4

4

5

5
4

1
1

5
5

Food daily route of another elementary 
school 

Food daily route of elementary school 
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story: One day of students' Diet and Learning.

students' learning

6

6 7

7

8

11:00 a.M.

learning about food cultivation

12:00 a.M.

learning food preparation

Students visit the field to see how 
plants  slowly grow out of the land. They  

could understand that different foods have 
different growing seasons and habits, and they 

need different cultivation methods to care 
for them.

After the vegetables or fruits are 
picked, students can learn how to clean 

and handle them by themselves to make simple 
vegetable salads or fruit salads.

8

9

9

10

10

14:00 a.M.

food Museum

15:00 a.M.

Experimental field and food 
laboratory

16:00 a.M.

participating in food picking

Here students can participate in and learn 
experimental foods, such as plant grafting, 

genetically modified foods, etc. Senior students can 
participate in experiments and learn principles, and 

students in lower grades can learn concepts and 
expand their horizons.

There is an exhibition on food knowledge, 
which is explained by professionals. Students 

can learn related knowledge from these pictures, 
models, physical appliances, multimedia and 

other methods.

Back to school, there is a 
piece of woodland dedicated to students. 

When the fruits are ripe, we will pick the fruits 
and taste them under the guidance of our teachers. 
However, there are only a few such fun activities every 

year, and we always carefully observe and look 
forward to the remaining time.
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2.3 roam In FooD marKet
2.3.1  proMenade typologies, roaM and experience

Fig.2.46.Villa Savoye, 1929 

In 1942, Le Corbusier was the first to define the concept of architectural 
promenade:
“Architecture is experienced as one roams about in it and walks through 
it….so true is this that architectural works can be divided into dead and 
living ones depending on whether the law of ‘roaming through’ has not been 
observed or whether on the contrary it has been brilliantly obeyed. ” 
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-Samuel, F. (2010) Le Corbusier and the Architectural Promenade, Le Corbusier and the Architectural Promenade. Birkhäuser.
-Moneo, R. (2004) Moneo, R: Theoretical Anxiety and Design Strategies in the W. Translated by g. Carino. Cambridge, Mass: 
MIT Press.

Today's society is known as the era of consumerism. For consumption, modern people are 
no longer only concerned about the product itself, but more about the consumer experience, 
and the architectural space has become a part of the consumer experience. Based on this, 
the concept of "promenade space" is proposed for the market space in the project, which is 
intended to construct a new type of promenade-experience food space, creating a dialogue 
between vision, hearing, touch and spaces in the process of roaming.

"Promenade Architecture" was first proposed by Le Corbusier showing in Villa Savoye. Le 
Corbusier used a continuous ramp to eliminate the isolation between the internal layers of the 
building and create a permeable space. As a result, modernist architecture broke away from 
the restraint of classicist "static viewpoint" and turned to the spatial layout of free roaming 
inside architecture. The “promenade architecture” – the observer’s pathway through the built 
space – is a central element of Le Corbusier’s architectural and city planning designs. It is the 
sequence of images that unfolds before the eyes of the observer as he or she gradually advances 
through the structure. It is the creation of a hierarchy among the architectural events, a set of 
instructions for reading the work – the “internal circulatory system” of architecture. With the 
help of the “promenade architecturale”, Le Corbusier created virtuosic imbrications of indoor 
and outdoor space, fluid spaces that reveal themselves as the visitor progresses. Architecture 
constitutes the space of processes of movement.（Samuel, 2010）

Corbusier defined this kind of architecture that can be "passed" and "traveled" both inside and 
outside as good architecture, and bad architecture is rigidly fixed around one fixed, unreal, 
fictional point. He is undoubtedly emphasizing a theme, that is, "movement", the direct influence 
in the living space, which is a continuous implied spatial feeling, with certain beginning and end, 
and a certain direction. The "promenade space" developed from the "promenade architecture" 
provides a participative space for people to travel through the building. Álvaro Siza believes 
that "order is the bond that connects the opposites" (Moneo, 2004). In the promenade building 
"movement" is this order, establishing the connection between static space and dynamic time, 
and making people experience the change and flow of space and time during continuous 
movement. The architecture was re-constructed and self-interpreted by the traveler in the 
movement.

Promenade architecture transformed the way of experiencing architecture in the 20th century, 
and in the 21th century contemporary architecture are re-understanding and re-interpreting this 
type  of space in new ways. The two outstanding features of promenade space are free plane 
and sensory experience. The free plane makes the space a new cycling, and the floor and ceiling 
become continuous surfaces, full of uncertainty. At the same time, there is a dialogue between 
vision, hearing, touch and space in the process of traveling, which is another expression of 
architecture.

2.3 roam In FooD marKet
2.3.1  proMenade typologies, roaM and experience

The free plane：
The free plane, strongly supporting the development of "promenade space", means that the 
correspondence between function and space is weakened, and features mixing, non-logic, 
and uncertainty are highlighted. Thses features can be fully expressed in the Jussieu Libraries 
designed by Koolhaas. 

The model and section clearly express the ambiguous relationship between the planes 
(Fig.2.31.a.b). Layers and layers are nested and involved, and the boundaries become unclear. 
Rather than stacking one level on top of another, floor planes are manipulated to connect; 
thus forming a single trajectory - much like an interior boulevard that winds its way through 
the entire building. In this way a single trajectory traverses the entire structure like a warped 
interior Boulevard. The visitor becomes a Baudelairean flaneur, inspecting and being seduced 
by a world of books and information and the urban scenario(Eisenman, 2008).

2.3 roam In FooD marKet
2.3.1  proMenade typologies, roaM and experience

Fig.2.47.a. Jussieu library, model, Paris

Fig.2.47.b.Cross-section movement and intersection

- Eisenman, P. (2008) ‘ARCHITECTURAL SAMVIDAV: Peter Eisenman: Strategies of emptiness. Rem Kulgas, jussieu Libraries, 
1992-1993. Chapter 8 of Peter Eisenman’s book “Ten Canonical Buildings 1950-2000” (2008)’, ARCHITECTURAL SAMVIDAV. 
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The intermittent relationship of the space and the continuity of the ramp floor have produced 
completely different intersections. Through its scale and diversity, the architectural plan has 
almost become a integration of city with street. The boulevard better interprets the theme of the 
building: through the boulevard, the urban element system is programmed, including squares, 
parks, huge stairs, cafes, shops and other functions. Such a design leds people to unknowingly 
move between the various floors and various functions, and to be able to interact with the 
building at various elevations.

Sensory experience:
Walking through the promenade space, the moving space could bring people a variety of 
senses and space experience.  Under this scenario, everyone's feelings are different. Maggie‘s 
Centres, as a medical rehabilitation institution, aims to provide an environment of practical and 
emotional support for people with cancer, their families and friends. Maggie's Centres rely on 
the fundamental precept, often overlooked, that innovative spaces can make people feel better 
- thereby kindling the curiosity and imagination fundamental to feeling alive. 

In the design, the traffic area is reduced as much as possible, and the floors with different 
heights are connected by ramps. The architect replaced the traditional unit arrangement mode 
with a single-layer circular plane. The deflected function room forms a certain "disturbance" to 
the flow path, which not only enriches the rhythm of roaming, but also promotes the interaction 
of people while walking; a series of interconnected L-shaped graphics make the space flow. 
When roaming, the outdoor natural environment and the central courtyard landscape alternate 
with each other, and the senses collide with the space here. In general, the architectural space 
is based on the patient's psychology,  giving the patient comfort and reducing psychological 
burden.

2.3 roam In FooD marKet
2.3.1  proMenade typologies, roaM and experience

Fig.2.48.Axonometric, Maggie‘s Centres, Koolhaas, 2011

CASE1 WEST VILLAgE _ BASIS yARD 

Fig.2.49.a. The circular trail generates a multi-functional open space for sports, performances and exhibitions. The trail connects 
planes of different heights and different sports spaces and public spaces are developed along the continuous space.

Fig.2.49.b. The inner space of the belt can not only expand gradually on the plane system, but also connect the upper and lower 
space. Walking through the promenade space, private, semi-private and public spaces alternate with each other. Different functional 
squares with different sizes are connected to the belt, such as teahouse, bamboo space, etc.

2.3 roam In FooD marKet
2.3.1  proMenade typologies, roaM and experience
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CASE2 QIXINg TEENAgER EDUCATION, ARANyA

The building is composed of a continuous ramp and two courtyards for different activities. The outer courtyard is designed to be 
kept open and used for activities; the inner one is framed by the classrooms on the ground floor and the dorms on the first floor, 
which is used for private activities. Along its entire length, the ramp helps to form a series of spaces both above and beneath it. 
The different heights, expands and slopes of the activity spaces are to encourage the youthful to move their bodies more creatively.

Fig.2.50.a. Axonometric

Fig.2.50.b. Children 
street games.

2.3 roam In FooD marKet
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Fig.2.51.Snake Ranch

2.3 roam In FooD marKet
2.3.2  courtyard, gathering and sharing

Fig.2.52.b.The Sony Center, the core space for  people 
gathering.

Fig.2.52. a.Rolex Learning Center, Switzerland

In the early days of ancient greece, the dominance of the yard came from its position as a 
transportation hub, which was a traffic need, and was not closely related to the surrounding 
buildings. Later in the Roman era, the courtyards gradually formed a certain spatial order 
and hierarchy, and organized surrounding buildings. For example, the Domus Augustana 
has multiple axes, forming a complete courtyard group under the control of the vertical and 
horizontal axes. During this period, the courtyard even affected the spatial form of the square.
Architectures lost their independence and were unified in a composition form. The courtyard 
and the square have a certain degree of similarity. They are all empty spaces enclosed by 
buildings with the effect of gathering, sharing and guiding directions.

Courtyard gathering effect
The courtyard is a space composed of individual building, corridors, walls and other elements, 
reflecting its strong integrity and centripetality. Although the closed sense of the contemporary 
courtyard space is gradually weakening, the spatial composition makes the gathering effect of 
the courtyard space still exist for a long time. It shows a courtyard-centered spatial hierarchy 
sequence from privacy to publicity. It is not only a traffic space, but also a main factor that 
triggers communication activities. Although the modern courtyard space is no longer a private 
item in the city, serving all residents and tourists, it is not equivalent to the square or park in 
the city. It can be said that the gathering effect of the courtyard makes it a special "community" 
in urban space with specific activities and common interests. It attracts people to participate 
in events of mutual interest with its own special type of space. The common activities and 
common interests of the"community" have strengthened its "aggregation" power. Different 
races, different classes, and different languages are here to establish their own space and life 
because of common activities.
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Fig.2.53.c.Qingpu Liantang government’s 
courtyard glass wall

Fig.2.53.b.New State gallery, Stuttgart, 1983

Fig.2.53.a.Snake Court. The enclosed building 
volume is porous, and the penetration of courtyard 
space and urban space is enhanced.

Courtyard sharing effect
The contemporary courtyard space presents a trend of 
opening and integration to the city. On the one hand, 
it is reflected in the openness and accessibility of the 
courtyard and the urban space. The courtyard itself 
is a unified whole with both internal and external 
spatial properties. Taking advantage of this spatial 
feature, the architect pursues the spatial transition 
and organic integration of architecture and city. The 
boundary between the inner and outer spaces of the 
courtyard is gradually dissolved, and the enclosed 
entity is transformed into a porous space or even an 
open space. The inner and outer spaces penetrate 
each other. People can easily cross the partition, and 
the urban space is connected (Fig.2.15.a.b.)

Another aspect is the dissolution of the interface in 
the sensory experience.Through the enclosure of 
the interface and the penetration of the sight, the 
courtyard allows people to feel the layering and 
extensibility of the space, and the expansion of the 
space through the wall to the outer space even in 
the static state. The use of materials enhances the 
penetration and sharing of the space to a certain 
extent, such as glass and transparent concrete 
(Fig.2.15.c.); the use of light further establishes the 
hierarchy of the space. Through the design of light, 
the entire space can be become a unified whole and 
form a certain sequence ...

The courtyard space has long jumped out of the 
limitation of the concept of private enclosed space 
in contemporary times, and has a closer connection 
with the urban space. Its special spatial form and the 
dissolution and penetration of the boundary space 
are also the further enhancement of the gathering 
and sharing of space.

CASE3 NORDDEUTSCHE LANDESBANK

Fig.2.54.a.Master plan, Norddeutsche Landesbank

Fig.2.54.b.Aerial perspective Fig.2.54.c.Architecture volume and courtyard

Architectural elements are interspersed into the courtyard at different heights, 
breaking the morphological integrity of the courtyard space, blurring the 
boundary between indoor and outdoor spaces, and making the originally static 
spatial relationship present a sense of hierarchy and dynamics.

2.3 roam In FooD marKet
2.3.2  courtyard, gathering and sharing
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The Science Center is located at the very 
heart of Science Village Scandinavia along 
a central green axis connecting parks to the 
north and the south. 
There is a green connection at the center of 
the museum, the public is invited inside the 
building and the boundary between inside and 
outside is dissolved. The green public space 
becomes the centerpiece of the building, 
constantly present as you move through the 
museum - both inside and outside. The large, 
round atrium will be an open, inviting and 
flexible urban space where a vast variety 
of different activities and functions can 
take place. In this way, the exhibitions will 
become visible and accessible for everyone 
- even before entering the museum. 

CASE4 CO2 - NEUTRAL MUSEUM, SWEDEN CASE4 CO2 - NEUTRAL MUSEUM, SWEDEN

2.3 roam In FooD marKet 2.3 roam In FooD marKet
2.3.2  courtyard, gathering and sharing 2.3.2  courtyard, gathering and sharing

The 6,000-square-metre building will contain exhibition halls, a gallery, workshops, a 
museum shop, a restaurant, offices and an auditorium. “The Science Center is created to fit 
into the scale of the surrounding neighbourhood. In addition, all public functions are placed 
on the ground floor, creating an active and open house without backsides. The first floor 
consists one large and flexible exhibition space.” said architect.

Fig.2.55.a.A central green axis connecting parks to the north and the south. 

Fig.2.56.a.Explosion diagram

Fig.2.56.b.Public functions on the ground floor and exhibition on the upfloor.

Fig.2.55.b.The large, round atrium will be a inviting urban space.
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Fig.2.57.Current situation of site

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market
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PROJECT: CURRENT SITUATION OF SITE

Ground floor_Market

Family health consultation Open square Blank square

1st floor_Library Highway

2.3 roam In FooD marKet
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Ⅰ.Keep and remove

PROJECT: STRATEgIC ANALySIS

Remove

Keep Structure
Remove some unused small buildings and low-quality 
residential buildings to create a continuous urban space. 
Remove the facade of the existing market, and preserve 
the structure, trying to keep the city’s memory.

The ground floor of residential buildings close to 
the market will be transformed into other functions 
such as commerce or catering, complementing the 
commercial structure.Transform

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market

2.3 roam In FooD marKet

PROJECT: STRATEgIC ANALySIS

Ⅱ.Continuous Food Space

Plantation_Food space Public space & Green land

North entranceCentral food space

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market

2.3 roam In FooD marKet
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 +1.2m ground floor plan

PROJECT: PLAN

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market

2.3 roam In FooD marKet

 +6.0m 1st floor plan

PROJECT: PLAN

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market

2.3 roam In FooD marKet
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Ⅲ.Promenade and courtyard

washing

drying

farMer 

Market

booth

cutting

&peelingflea Market

&retailing

2ed floor

3rd floor

PROJECT: STRATEgIC ANALySIS
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PROJECT: STRATEgIC ANALySIS
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 +11.0m 2ed floor plan

PROJECT: PLAN

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market

2.3 roam In FooD marKet

 +16.0m 3rd floor plan

PROJECT: PLAN

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market
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 +22.0m 4th floor plan

PROJECT: PLAN

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market

2.3 roam In FooD marKet

roof plan

PROJECT: PLAN

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market
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picking-up
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PROJECT: PERSPECTIVE

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market

2.3 roam In FooD marKet

Courtyard and the original structure of the market.

Looking at the market from the south.
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PROJECT: PERSPECTIVE

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market

2.3 roam In FooD marKet

PROJECT: PERSPECTIVE

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market

2.3 roam In FooD marKet

Look at the market from below the highway on the north side.Drying area.

Courtyards and stacked ramps.The event plaza with the entrance to the underground parking space.
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PROJECT: SECTION

2.3.3 proposal stage3: roaMing in food Market
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Three Hypotheses about food space

chapter 3 concLUSIon

chapter 3 concLISIon

hypothesis 1:

reusing informal spaces to reshape urban public spaces, food can be the 
key intervener in the process.

Informal spaces, including void land, corner spaces and abandoned spaces, 
are common in cities. They are greatly potential for reshaping urban 
texture. It is feasible and reliable to reuse and strengthen them to create a 
continuous and walkable urban public space. As illustrated in the case of 
Emerald-necklace and the Bentway, the continuous public green space can 
not only connect and repaire urban fragmented space, provide an area for 
citizens to relax and breathe, but also accelerate the industry gathering and 
development of surrounding environment, which enables the public space 
and urban facilities to form a harmonious union serving citizens.

On the basis of continuous public space, “a catalytic element” is an 
effective intervention, which can avoid the public space becoming just an 
urban landscape that can only be viewed.  Like the case Bentway and Food 
city scenario of 2030, after “sports elements” and “agricultural elements” 
intervene in urban public spaces, people will subconsciously use it and 
participate frequently, and even stimulate new functions and activities. This 
paper proposes that when food, as a “catalytic element”, participates in the 
urban public space, it can greatly stimulate the enthusiasm and participation 
of residents. Whether it is the cultivation and picking of crops, or processing 
and recycling, the food process becomes visible, which is indeed related to 
everyone’s daily life.

All of these cases and related theories can prove the hypothesis one: 
Reusing informal spaces to reshape urban public spaces, food can be the 
key intervener in the process.
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chapter 3 concLISIon

hypothesis 2:

based on the sustainable food circulation system, create a diverse and 
compound new food urban base camp.

In order to solve the problems of urban health food and diversity of food 
space, we need to introduce a sustainable food circulation system to city. 
It means that from the starting point of food production, integrate food 
transportation, distribution, consumption and recycling space, and establish 
a sustainable food circulation system. In this closed system, food comes 
from the soil and back into the soil, which has the greatest economic and 
environmental benefits for city, which can improve the existing situation 
from the source. The proximity and sustainability of food will give this hub 
a huge advantage. More importantly, because this closed system joins the 
city’s operating mechanism, the food system provides residents with low-
cost and healthy food, and provides employment opportunities for farmers 
and low-income people, which has great social significance.

The food circulation system certainly could not exist independently in the 
urban structure. It requires complementary and interdependent with other 
functions of urban, including catering, consumption, education, research, 
entertainment, etc. Different levels of systems and people of different jobs 
cooperate together. In a sense, only a diverse and flexible urban structure 
could run sustainably and vigorously. Therefore, by establishing a medium-
scale compound food production-edible system in the urban space, the 
lifestyle of local residents can be enriched, and the city’s popularity and 
attractiveness can be improved, which has great development potential and 
room.

chapter 3 concLISIon

hypothesis 3:

creating the “promenade market”, combining  food production-
experience space and consumption space, to design an experience-based 
new food space.

Market space, as Barcelona’s iconic space type, needs some adaptability 
and transformation in a specific urban fabric(the edge area of urban) in this 
contemporary society. In an era of consumerism that focuses on consumer 
experience and diversification, the future trend of the market is to strengthen 
its influence in the city through food. It means that not only the quality and 
variety of food itself needs to be improved, but also residents and tourists 
could have the chance to participate in the food space. Therefore, thesis 
puts forward that the “promenade market” can successfully make people 
experience and participate in the food space when they are moving without 
deliberate transition point. People’s behavior is no longer bound by a 
fixed path, but will become more free, changeable and dramatic. And also, 
with the combination of open space and semi-open space, the integration 
of mobile space and stopping space, the high degree of accessibility and 
inclusiveness could make the promenade market become the new type of 
food symbol in the city.

In the promenade market, in order to make food and space more 
closely connected and exert its greater stimulation and catalytic effect, 
food preparation and processing space become an important part of 
the market. From food production to picking-up, washing, cutting 
and peeling, drying, packaging, and then to diet, the entire chain is 
transparently and publicly displayed in front of people. Citizens can 
actively visit and participate, learn, buy and eat locally. Food is no 
longer just bought directly from the market and brought home, but in 
a new way to participate in people’s daily life.
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